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Lawmakers
haven’t all
given up pay
1/3 of legislators, asked to sacrifice
for state budget, have yet to act
BY LAURA SMITHERMAN
laura.smitherman@baltsun.com

As many as one-third of Maryland lawmakers
have not returned a portion of their legislative salaries — despite having been urged to show solidarity
with state workers facing furloughs.
Amid budget woes, General Assembly leaders had
encouraged lawmakers — whose pay is constitutionally protected — to voluntarily take payroll deductions or write a check to the state for the equivalent
of as many as five days’ pay. That’s $605 for most
members, and $785 for presiding officers.
The initiative could raise more
than $100,000, a tiny sum that
won’t make much difference
in a $14 billion operating
budget suffering from huge
revenue shortfalls. But General Assembly leaders and
others said they felt it would
be unseemly for lawmakers to
be spared as state employees see
their pay cut.
But to date, only about 120 out of 188 lawmakers
have contributed either to the state or a charity, according to records obtained by The Baltimore Sun
under freedom of information laws.
“They are adults. People should want to give back,”
said Senate President Thomas V. Mike Miller, who devised the donation program with his House counterpart, Speaker Michael E. Busch. “It’s a matter of
pride.”
All state employees have already lost two days’ pay
through furloughs, and the highest-paid will have to
give back three more before July under an executive
order signed by Gov. Martin O’Malley. The governor’s
See ASSEMBLY, page 7

SILS: critical
or a craze?
Latest in minimally invasive
surgery has some asking if
benefits justify growing use

Day 2
Wednesday,
Jan. 21

Day 1
Tuesday,
Jan. 20

Tuesday: Took his historic oath of office before a crowd of nearly 2 million on the National Mall, with millions more watching on
television and online.

Wednesday: Announced a ban, with some exceptions, on government-bound lobbyists from
working on issues for two years that were the
focus of their advocacy work.

First
steps
President Obama under pressure
to achieve results without delay
BY PETER NICHOLAS AND CHRISTI PARSONS
Tribune Washington Bureau
WASHINGTON

President Obama’s first week in power was a whirl of activity, but the orders
and pronouncements flowing from the White House had little to do with the
central mission of his presidency: overhauling health care, overturning a controversial
INSIDE
abortion rule, weaning the nation from foreign oil and fixing the economy.
Greenhouse
Obama’s early moves carried huge symgases targeted,
bolic
value. On his first full day he called in
PG 12A
top military advisers and pushed them for a
Obama
faster timetable for withdrawing combat
emphasizes need
troops from Iraq. He announced that he
for stimulus
would close the military prison at Guantapackage, PG 13A
namo Bay. And he rolled out new policies
meant to curb the power of lobbyists.
But those actions had another purpose:
Clearing some issues off the table for the time being so that Obama can turn
his attention to thornier projects, such as health care, that have confounded
past presidents.
See OBAMA, page 12

Day 3
Thursday,
Jan. 22

Thursday: Ordered the closure of the U.S. prison at
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, and CIA "black site" prisons
abroad as well as a ban on some interrogation techniques and "extraordinary renditions."

BY STEPHANIE DESMON
stephanie.desmon@baltsun.com

After less than 30 minutes of surgery, Dr. Gina Massoglia removed Caren Eckwerth’s gallbladder by
squeezing it out through a tiny incision in her belly
button. A colleague followed up with three small
stitches in the navel, covering the wound with a
Band-Aid.
In a week, no one but her doctors will know the 57year-old Annapolis woman even had surgery.
An operation that once required a six-inch cut
under the rib cage and went on, with the spread of
laparoscopy, to be a less-invasive surgery involving
three or four small slits is now becoming a practically
scarless procedure in the hands of a tiny but growing
group of surgeons like Massoglia.
After years of experimentation, doctors in pockets
of the country have been announcing the removal of
gallbladders, kidneys and appendixes through the
navel. Some weight-loss surgeries have also been
done through a single incision, as have some hysterectomies.
But as this next generation of minimally invasive
surgeries becomes more common — and as a handful of surgeons experiment with the truly scarless removal of organs through natural orifices such as the
mouth and vagina — some wonder if there is any
benefit to the patient beyond the cosmetic and
See SURGERY, page 10
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Day 5
Saturday,
Jan. 24

Saturday: Used his first White House radio and
Internet address to press his plan to inject almost $1 trillion into the economy.

Day 4
Friday,
Jan. 23

Friday: Reversed a controversial Bush-era ban on
U.S. support to aid groups that provide abortion
services.
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3 ARRESTS IN POLICE
SHOOTING: Three men

were arrested in the Friday shooting of an undercover officer in Baltimore.
Officer Dante Arthur, an eight-year veteran of the
department, was still in critical but stable condition
last night. PG 3

World

ABU GHRAIB TO REOPEN: Iraq will reopen

Baghdad’s Abu Ghraib
prison next month, but it’s getting a renovation and
a new name — Central Prison, a senior justice official said. The prison will initially house 3,500 inmates and hold about 15,000 by year’s end. PG 16
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